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Catholicism and Commercialism: The Many Aspects of Andy Warhol’s Life
By Payton Brown
Andy Warhol’s painting Raphael Madonna - $6.99 (1985) makes references to numerous
essential aspects of his life. Through his use of religious and commercial imagery within the
composition, Warhol alludes to his career as a commercial illustrator, as well as to his
experiences within his Byzantine Catholic faith. This monumental painting, consisting of acrylic
and silkscreen ink on linen, was inspired by Raphael’s Sistine Madonna (1512). The two pieces
contain similar subject matter; however, Warhol depicts the figures in his own artistic style and
pays homage to his career as a commercial illustrator by incorporating elements of consumer
culture, such as the $6.99 price tag located in the upper left corner of the painting. Raphael
Madonna - $6.99 “looks back to Warhol’s Pop paintings with its imaginative manipulation of the
image and the jolting addition of a commercial price tag.” 11 Many of Warhol’s artworks
encompass aspects of the religious and commercial realms and the role they played in his life,
both personally and artistically, specifically Raphael Madonna - $6.99 (1985).
Raphael Madonna - $6.99 (Figure 1) is an immense painting, with dimensions of 156 ¼
inches in height and 116 inches in length. 12 Similar to many of his other paintings, Warhol
utilized acrylic and silkscreen ink to create this artwork. Unlike many of his pieces with vivid,
Fauvist color palettes, Raphael Madonna - $6.99 depicts black line drawings painted on a stark
white ground. The focal point of this painting is the Virgin Mary standing, holding the Christ
Child in the center of the upper two-thirds of the canvas, both adorned with halos. Christ and the
Virgin are located between St. Sixtus, on the left, and St. Barbara, on the right. St. Sixtus is
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portrayed in a profile view; the viewer is only able to see half of his face as he is looking
upwards to Mary and Christ in a way that suggests he is admiring and glorifying them. To the
left of Christ and the Virgin, St. Barbara is seated with a halo atop her head, peacefully and
serenely looking downward, presumably admiring Mary and Christ, who are repeated across the
bottom register of the painting. Warhol has depicted the same imagery of the Christ Child and
Virgin Mary, but rotated the figures so that they appear horizontally rather than upright. Unlike
Raphael’s Sistine Madonna, “the pictorial space in Raphael I is shallow; this pushes the figures
forward toward the viewer.” This is similar to traditional iconography that Warhol likely saw in
church, making the figures appear “as if they are floating in an otherworldly realm…[bringing]
the holy being in the viewer’s presence.” 13
Warhol’s color palette is very limited in this painting. While the majority of the canvas is
white, there are small hints of color amid the black contour lines. In the upright, center figure of
Mary, the bottom portion of her robes are painted blue. The Christ Child depicted horizontally at
the bottom of the canvas is entirely pink, and the only other colors applied to this composition
are in the oval price tag in the upper left corner that reads “6.99.” The oval is red, and the price is
painted in yellow; the bottom and right sides of the oval are slightly overlapped by St. Sixtus’
head and the vertical Christ Child’s arm. While all of these colors seem to contrast each other,
they all have one thing in common: they do not fill in their specific areas entirely, exposing parts
of the white ground underneath. The price tag, Christ Child, and Mary’s robes are all painted in
one hue with no shadows, highlights, or value, and Warhol left some areas blank, seeming
unfinished. These six figures and the price tag are the only subjects Warhol depicts in this
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painting; there is no other scenery or subject matter besides the curtains hanging in the
background, predominantly in the upper right corner.
Religious imagery was a very familiar subject for Warhol, as he grew up in a devoutly
religious Byzantine Catholic family. He attended weekly Masses with his mother, Julia Warhola,
throughout the majority of his life; he would also briefly attend church frequently during the
week to pray. 14 Warhol maintained a strong Catholic faith his entire life, as he “always carried a
rosary and a small missal in his pocket.” 15 In his childhood parish, St. John Chrysostom, and
other Catholic churches, he was exposed to religious iconography and symbols on the
iconostasis, “the screen that closes off the inner altar in the Eastern Rite churches…covered with
icons of the saints, flat two-dimensional portraits, with solid gold backgrounds, hung in
horizontal rows, one after another, with no space in between.” 16 Viewing images in this way
undoubtedly made an impact on his artwork, not only inspiring religious paintings such as
Raphael Madonna - $6.99, but other artworks that depict figures in holy, saintly ways such as
Gold Marilyn, 1962 (Figure 2), and many of his other paintings featuring repetition in gridded
formats, such as Ethel Scull 36 Times, 1963 (Figure 3) and 100 Campbell’s Soup Cans, 1962
(Figure 4), to name a few.
Raphael Madonna - $6.99 is based on Renaissance master painter Raphael’s Sistine
Madonna, 1512 (Figure 5). While Warhol chose to keep several of the original figures – the
Virgin Mary and Christ Child, St. Sixtus, and St. Barbara, he omitted the two cherubs located at
the bottom center of the composition. This painting differs from Warhol’s typical artworks, not
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only in appearance but also in terms of technique. Warhol nearly always selected images from
newspapers, magazines, or Polaroid photos, then had silkscreens made from these images which
he would squeegee ink through on top of a pre-painted ground. What was so drastically different
about this painting was the fact that Warhol was not using a photographic image for the
silkscreen process; he was not even utilizing a photograph of the original painting. Instead, he
“used an illustration from a late-nineteenth-century encyclopedia on art which had an outline
drawing of Raphael’s Sistine Madonna” (Figure 6). 17
Warhol’s appropriation of Raphael’s painting is a prime example of how he utilizes his
knowledge of art history within his own artworks. Another painting by Warhol that demonstrates
his awareness of art history is Last Supper, 1986 (Figure 7), based on Leonardo da Vinci’s
painting The Last Supper, 1495-98 (Figure 8). Like Raphael Madonna - $6.99, Warhol omits
specific parts of the original painting to create a composition demonstrating his Pop-Art style.
Warhol utilizes repetition once again, rendering Christ at the table of the Last Supper four times
in the same contour line style as he used in Raphael Madonna - $6.99. Similarly, he incorporates
various aspects of commercialism by adding logos, images of motorcycles, and the “$6.99” oval
price tag in the center of the canvas.
Not only does Warhol reference art historical figures in his paintings, but he also
incorporates themes and motifs from his previous artworks. For example, the Virgin Mary and
the Christ Child appear twice in Raphael Madonna - $6.99. Warhol utilizes repetition in many of
his paintings, such as S&H Green Stamps, 1962 (Figure 9) and Marilyn Diptych, 1962 (Figure
10). Raphael Madonna - $6.99 not only references his continued use of repetition within his own
artworks, but it is likely that his inspiration was derived from the repetition of the liturgical cycle
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within the Byzantine Catholic church. Warhol was accustomed to repetition as the “same cycle
of major and minor religious feasts are celebrated each year; the readings and the chants recur
each year.” 18 The repeated motifs in Warhol’s artworks can also be compared to “the multiple
Hail Marys in the rosary;” 19 the Hail Mary is a prayer that is said 53 times while praying the
rosary, a common practice for devout Catholics. In Raphael Madonna - $6.99 there is a rosary
under the Virgin Mary’s left foot, representing another example of “the religious iconography
that was embedded in [Warhol’s] psyche.” 20 Warhol utilized the element of repetition
purposefully and strategically; the reiteration of symbols and motifs is essential to his faith, as
“the rosary is repetition, the liturgy is repetition, the visual iconography of the Catholic Church
depends on repetition.” 21
Similar to his use of repetition, another motif that Warhol often incorporated into several
of his paintings was the depiction of very famous, well-known subjects. Like his paintings of
familiar consumer goods such as Campbell’s soup, Coca-Cola, and Del Monte peach halves,
Warhol would also create paintings of recognizable celebrities such as Marilyn Monroe, Elvis
Presley, and Liz Taylor, to name a few. This technique of selecting well-known, popular imagery
as subjects for his paintings is displayed within Raphael Madonna - $6.99, as Mary and Christ
are icons that can be easily identified by nearly anyone, whether they are religious or not. Warhol
utilizes iconography not only in a strictly religious context, but within many of his works,
making ordinary objects seem almost holy. For example, his Campbell’s Soup Can paintings
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were “removed from a time and place context in which they’re disposable, into a timeless realm
in which they’re almost like icons.” 22
Raphael Madonna - $6.99 exemplifies not only the importance Warhol put in his
Catholic faith and knowledge of art history, but his career as a commercial artist as well. The red
oval reading “6.99” in the upper left corner of the painting clearly represents a price tag, which
creates a direct correlation to consumerism and the idea of an item being sold; more importantly,
this price tag is located directly above St. Sixtus’ head, where his halo should be. By placing a
price tag here rather than a halo, this “mark of consumer culture jarringly brings the paternal
Holy Father from a heavenly realm into the earthly present.” 23 Another less obvious reference to
Warhol’s career in commercial illustration is his linework in this painting. Other than the price
tag, the entire composition is depicted in black contour lines, only showing outlines and slight
details in some areas. It can be assumed that this style is a direct reference to the blotted line
drawing technique Warhol utilized in the early stages of his commercial illustration career, such
as Hands and Mouth, 1952 (Figure 11) and Eight Female Heads Wearing Sunglasses, 1949
(Figure 12). Warhol created his blotted line drawings by creating an initial sketch, then
repeatedly tracing it with pen and ink, placing another paper on top of it to transfer the ink, then
removing it to reveal a “print.” These initial drawings could be reused several times, making the
production of his commercial illustrations extremely efficient, and giving them an “unpredictable
and uniquely elegant quality.” 24
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Raphael Madonna - $6.99 encompasses some of the most essential aspects of Andy
Warhol’s life and artwork, all in one painting – Catholicism and commercialism. These two
realms impacted nearly all of his artworks in numerous ways, although it was not always evident.
While many people think that Warhol’s artwork is solely based on appropriation and replication
of commercial imagery and art historical references, they are “[failing] to recognize the intimate
way in which Warhol experienced images.” 25 However, one of the most inspiring things about
Warhol was how he continued to create his paintings so passionately and unapologetically. After
all, he said “Don’t think about making art, just get it done. Let everyone else decide if it’s good
or bad, whether they love it or hate it. While they are deciding, make even more art.” 26
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Figures

Figure 1: Andy Warhol, Raphael Madonna - $6.99, 1985, acrylic and silkscreen ink on linen,
156 ¼ in. x 116 in., Pittsburgh, The Andy Warhol Museum.

Figure 2: Andy Warhol, Gold Marilyn, 1962, acrylic, oil, and silkscreen on canvas, 83 ¼ in. x 57
in., New York, Museum of Modern Art.
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Figure 3: Andy Warhol, Ethel Scull 36 Times, 1963, acrylic and silkscreen ink on linen, 80 in. x
144 in., New York, Whitney Museum of American Art.

Figure 4: Andy Warhol, 100 Cans, 1962, casein, spray paint, and pencil on cotton, 72 x 52 in,
Buffalo, New York, Albright-Knox Art Gallery.
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Figure 5: Raphael, Sistine Madonna, 1512, oil on canvas, 265 cm x 196 cm, Dresden, Germany,
Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister.

Figure 6: Line drawing of Sistine Madonna by Raphael from 19th c. encyclopedia used by Andy
Warhol.
30

Figure 7: Andy Warhol, The Last Supper, 1986, acrylic and silkscreen ink on linen, 9 ft. 8 in. x
32 ft. 6 in., Fort Worth, Texas, Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth.

Figure 8: Leonardo da Vinci, Last Supper, 1495-97, oil paint and tempera mixture, 700 cm (280
in) × 880 cm (350 in), Convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan, Italy.
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Figure 9: Andy Warhol, S&H Green Stamps, 1962, silkscreen ink stamped on canvas, 6 ft. x 4 ft.
6 in., New York, Museum of Modern Art.

Figure 10: Andy Warhol, Marilyn Diptych, 1962, silkscreen ink & synthetic polymer paint on
canvas, 2 panels, each 208.3 x 144.8 cm., London, Tate Modern.
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Figure 11: Andy Warhol, Hands and Mouth, 1952, silkscreen and ink on paper, 10 5/8 x 16 ¼ in.

Figure 12: Andy Warhol, Eight Female Heads Wearing Sunglasses, 1957, ink drawing on paper,
15 ¾ x 22 7/8 in., Pittsburgh, PA, The Andy Warhol Museum.
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